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Abstract
Intelligent inspection is more and more widely applied in all walks of life. This paper introduces the application of the intelligent inspection system in substation equipment management based on mobile phone terminal. It can make the power supply enterprise have more effective means to ensure the safe operation of equipment, improve equipment management level, and improve the economic benefits of power supply.
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1. Introduction
The safe and efficient operation of substation equipment are directly related with the security of power systems, while the inspection is an essential measure to ensure the safe operation of the equipment.

With the rapid development of large data, networking, mobile Internet and other information technology, the smart mobile devices represented by intelligent mobile phone are popularized rapidly [1]. Since it includes a multitude of standard features and benefits, such as small size, light weight, easy to carry, both camera and video, audio and text transmission, GPS positioning, communication and so on, the intelligent mobile phone is becoming more and more widely used in power system inspection work. A mobile-based information system can not only reduce writing errors caused by human negligence, but also reduce workload and elevate the quality of work [2].

A privacy protection system for equipment inspection is proposed in [3], including an improved algorithm based on k-anonymous algorithm, which can make privacy information anonymous efficiently, especially in fields with few
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workers. In order to solve the remote real-time monitoring problems of distribution, [4] designs a real-time monitoring management system of the distribution transformer based on wireless private network. The communications channel takes advantage of the advanced APN technology to set up wireless private network which ensures fast, reliable, safety running of the entire system. In [5], technologies including the mobile GIS, wireless network, mobile positioning and data encryption are studied and a patrol inspection mobile navigation and positioning system in geographic information system is designed, which is implemented in Bai Miao substation belonging to Tianjin electric power company. And in [6], an intelligent equipment with high frequency RFID read-write functions is used as the mobile inspection terminal for a hydropower plant inspection management system.

2. Features of the Mobile Intelligent Inspection Management System

2.1. Main Problems Existing in Traditional Inspection Methods

The main problems existing in traditional inspection methods are as follows:

- The situation of staff in place is unable to query. These phenomena such as leak detection and inadequate inspection still exist.
- Handwritten inspection data need be recorded for two times. This is time-consuming and laborious. And the inspection results may not be effectively accumulated, studied and shared.
- Traditional inspection methods could not get some data of inspection, such as live pictures, videos and location information. Inspection information feedback is not timely, which lead to the orientation and guidance of abnormal inspection results are not immediately.
- It is difficult for managers to know the real-time situation of site inspection staff timely, accurately and comprehensively [7].
- It is difficult to trace and check the inspection history.

2.2. Features of the Mobile Intelligent Inspection Management System

With the construction of the power grid, the substation equipment is increasing. It is urgent to establish a set of effective inspection management system to improve the efficiency of substation equipment inspection, and then ensure the safe operation of power grid.

In this paper, the mobile intelligent inspection system is a new type of substation inspection management system which combines computer technology, mobile Internet technology, data communication technology, GPS positioning technology and reliability theory. It can effectively prevent the traditional substation equipment inspection defects, such as the inspection quality is not high, false inspection, inspection route not consistent with the regulations, detection of abnormal surface information is not timely, feedback delay, data is incomplete and inaccurate, data query and management are relatively difficult.
The main features of the mobile intelligent inspection management system include:

- The system can effectively get site inspection staff’s position and playback inspection track, to avoid issues like omission or false inspection.
- The intelligent inspection terminal of mobile phone can record the data and information of the mobile phone directly in digital form, so as to improve the work efficiency.
- Mobile intelligent terminal can detect the scene in a timely manner, to take pictures, audio, video, and can submit alarm and location information in real time, in order to quickly locate site inspection staffs, analysis and give a solution.
- Site inspection staff can improve the statistical analysis report, the implementation of statistical inspection plan, statistics the number of abnormal conditions and the time, and classified analysis, to further optimize the management process.
- The system can integrate with a background monitoring management system to improve the efficiency of the entire power grid management.

3. Mobile Intelligent Inspection Management System

The mobile intelligent inspection system is composed of inspection monitoring management center, communication network and mobile intelligent terminal (see Figure 1).

3.1. Inspection Monitoring Management Center

Inspection management center is composed of hardware and software. The hardware includes server, monitor, printer, UPS, main station communication network equipment, large screen display system and so on. The software includes real-time database software, database management software, web publishing software, data acquisition software and so on.

3.2. Mobile Intelligent Terminal

By the smart phone and inspection APP software, inspection APP support

![Figure 1. Constitution of the mobile intelligent inspection system.](image-url)
Android and iOS devices. Inspection officers carry a smart phone equipped with APP inspection can facilitate the inspection operations by the use of GPRS/4G network, GPS positioning function.

Mobile phone intelligent inspection terminal, as the main equipment of the inspection system, collects inspection information on site and realizes data synchronization with a background server of monitoring center, to achieve the effective integration of inspection and inspection terminal monitoring center platform.

Ordinary smart phones can be installed intelligent inspection APP. The intelligent inspection APP support Android and iOS devices, so no extra configuration hardware equipment are needed. The mobile terminal automatically receives the inspection task from inspection management center, interacts with the server, and checks the standard. Mobile home page can view the task completed, abnormal statistics and other information. Mobile terminal supports reading two-dimensional code and bar code (see Figure 2 and Figure 3), automatically receives the satellite positioning signal, and sends the current location to the server in real time.

![Figure 2. Two-dimensional codes pasted on substation equipments.](image)

![Figure 3. Reading two-dimensional code by mobile terminal.](image)
Inspection records can be described in words, pictures, video and other digital data directly uploaded to the server. As shown in Figure 4, the data is easy storage, statistics, analysis. And other managers can be more intuitive understanding of the situation of the inspection site.

Inspection staff can view their current location information in real time and check the location of inspection equipment to improve work efficiency. They can easily view the operation and maintenance staff contact information through an integrated enterprise address book (see Figure 5).

3.3. Communication Network

Through the GPS positioning network and wireless communication GPRS/4G network, the real-time interaction between the inspection management center and the mobile intelligent terminal is realized. The information includes the equipment manufacturer, ratings, last inspection time and real-time operating data [8]. We upload a test data by different smart phone. Smartphones can upload successfully. Table 1 displays the test results.

![Figure 4. Mobile intelligent inspection APP data interfaces.](image1)

![Figure 5. Inspection staff can easily view the operation and maintenance staff contact information.](image2)
Table 1. Test results of data upload time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Smartphone models</th>
<th>Total upload times</th>
<th>Total time (s)</th>
<th>Average time (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Xiaomi Note 4X</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>1.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iPhone 7 Plus</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>1.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vivo X9</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>1.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>honor 6X</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>1.47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Conclusion

This paper presents a mobile phone intelligent inspection system. It is a powerful system which can well solve the problems in the operation of substation equipment inspection. The hardware platform is stable and the investment of management is less than traditional inspection methods. It benefits the improvement of substation inspection standard and scientific level, and the safe operation of power grid, so as to enhance the economic benefits of power supply.
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